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At a glance

Challenges 

The Getränke Geins site in Barbing, Germany, 
includes a shipment hall and warehouse with 
traffic regularly passing through both of them. 
Lorries drive into the hall on one side for loading, 
and out again on the other side. All this movement 
stirs up dust and spreads it over a wide area. 
The building is also next to a busy motorway, and 
harmful pollution from the heavy traffic was being 
carried into the hall, affecting employee health 
and adding to the cleaning burden. The dust was 
also leading to customer complaints about the 
condition of the company’s products. 

Benefits

Thanks to air cleaning systems from 
Zehnder Clean Air Solutions, the 
air quality in the shipment hall and 
warehouse has improved dramatically. 
The employees say they could instantly 
see and smell the changes in the 
air – the misty plumes of dust they 
had become used to had virtually 
disappeared. Cleaning requirements 
have significantly decreased, and the 
basic level of cleanliness at the site is 
now much higher. Goods are delivered 
in better condition than ever, so the 
number of customer complaints has 
decreased too. All these improvements 
have created a valuable commercial 
advantage for Getränke Geins, in what is 
a fiercely competitive beverage market.

About Getränke Geins
Getränke Geins is a beverage wholesaler 
that supplies retail and hospitality customers 
throughout Bavaria and parts of eastern Germany. 
The company employs 500 people, with 100 of 
these at the Barbing site alone.

“The air quality has been completely 
transformed. You can feel the difference, you 
can smell the difference. And the number of 
customer complaints has gone right down.” 

Andreas Krenn, Site Manager Logistics



The challenges of storage and 
shipping
Getränke Geins GmbH has five locations, one 
of which is in Barbing near Regensburg. The 
beverage wholesaler supplies 150 customers 
from the site every day. The hub of these activ-
ities is the 1,000 m² shipment hall and ware-
house. As in any logistics area, high levels of 
dust are nothing new, due to the movement of 
people, vehicles and goods. Another challenge 
is that the warehouse is essentially a thor-
oughfare, where lorries drive in on one side 
for loading, and out again on the other side 
with their pallets of drink crates. This creates 
a permanent draught that stirs up the harmful 
dust particles, distributing them throughout 
the building before they ultimately settle on 
the goods and equipment. The situation is also 
exacerbated by the company’s location on the 
A3 – one of the busiest motorways in Germany. 
Due to the heavy traffic, the outdoor air around 
the hall is particularly polluted, and in winter 
the staff also have to contend with grit particles 
from the road. All of this enters the shipment 
hall through gates which often remain open. 
The result? Visibly polluted air, dirt on goods 
and high cleaning costs.  
 
 
Rising demands, high expectations
At first Getränke Geins brought in an external 
contractor to do the basic cleaning, but even 
though things improved, it was not enough. In 
the summer in particular, actual clouds of dust 
could be seen in the hall, and layers of dirt 

would form on slow-moving items (products 
that remain in the warehouse for a long period 
of time). This was unacceptable and, above all, 
detrimental to the business. Andreas Krenn, 
Site Manager Logistics in Barbing, explains: 
“The demands that our customers place on 
us are getting higher in general – customers 
are getting more demanding. This is especially 
true of the retail sector: goods are expected to 
arrive so clean that they can be placed directly 
on the shelves.” For Getränke Geins it was 
clear: these kinds of expectations cannot be 
met with beverage crates that are covered in 
dust. 
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Zehnder and Geins – a great team 
It was not only the performance of the air cleaning 
systems that impressed Getränke Geins, but also 
that of the Zehnder team itself. Says Ast: “In a 
business as dynamic as ours, you often have to 
improvise. The Zehnder experts were pragmatic 
and flexible. And flexibility is essential in our highly 
seasonal industry.” To give one example: when 
Getränke Geins converted the hall from a shelf 
storage system to “shelfless” block storage, the air 
cleaners had to be adapted too. The Zehnder team 
responded swiftly and without fuss, adjusting the 
air cleaners and repositioning them so they could 
perform at their best in the new, more open condi-
tions. The result was the same, excellent, air quality. 
Would Krenn recommend Zehnder to others? “Abso-
lutely,” he says. “I am in the process of convincing 
my colleagues at our other sites to use Zehnder’s air 
cleaners. “It is always more efficient to invest in the 
upstream processes and address the causes of any 
problem, rather than treating the symptoms.”

High end air cleaners create a 
satisfied customer
A solution that delivered results was needed. 
For this, Krenn drew on his own experience. 
His previous employer had achieved excel-
lent results with air cleaners from Zehnder 
Clean Air Solutions, so why not do it here? His 
colleagues at Getränke Geins were sceptical 
at first, but they also wanted to give the air 
cleaning systems a chance. So the Zehnder 
experts arrived in Barbing for a site visit. After a 
comprehensive audit and detailed discussions, 
Zehnder designed a bespoke system specif-
ically tailored to Getränke Geins’ processes, 
local conditions and the unique nature of the 
shipment hall.  In just six hours, Zehnder tech-
nicians had installed their high-performance 
air cleaners – all this in the middle of Getränke 
Geins’ busiest season and without disrupting 
the normal operation of the business. 
 
 
Excellent air quality, fewer 
customer complaints
Once the air cleaners began to do their work, 
any initial concerns soon disappeared. Dust 
in the hall had reduced so much you could 
actually see the difference. Krenn sums it up as 
follows: “The air quality was instantly trans-
formed. You could feel it, you could smell it.” 
Other employees were also extremely pleased: 
“The devices are really good”;  
“A noticeable improvement in the air quality. 
It has never been this good”; “The beverage 
crates need much less cleaning” were just 
some of the comments. The air cleaners’ impact 
is also noticeable when it comes to quality 
assurance. Andreas Ast, Process Manager 
Warehouse & Empties, summarises: “We have 
never delivered our goods so clean.” Krenn 
adds: “Since we installed the devices, customer 
complaints have gone down.”  


